
Coordination Standup Notes 2014-05-20

Date

May 20, 2014

Attendees

Unknown User (robyn), Andrew Becker, Jim Bosch, Kian-Tat Lim, Simon Krughoff, Jacek Becla
Mario is on travel

Goals

Blockers, Done. ToDo Next

Discussion Items

AndyB

No blockers
Started 2014 sprints last week; got sidetracked encountering and fixing some bugs in the W2014 analysis. That's fixed and he has re-released the 
W2014 documents. He back on track.

Jim

No blockers
Thinks everything is in JIRA
The sprint is finishing this week. Most things look good for that conclusion. 

Jim is finishing up the big meas_multifit review today. He hopes to merge that in the next hour.
Perry is finishing his biggest task. He has one more straightforward refactoring task
Yusra and Jim have a slightly more complicated fitting task they need to get done. That's the only part he thinks might slip beyond the 
original sprint deadline.

K-T

Middleware is proceeding pretty well.
Greg is adding, updating and estimating his tasks in JIRA. Although there still need more work to go.
Meanwhile, Steve is making very good progress he has a working replicator and distributor. And he's working on moving that all the way through 
Nightly Computing before improving its fidelity.
K-T has been working on the SAT reboot which is well on its way as demonstrated by the flurry of emails. He hopes to have a meeting this 
Thursday but he needs to get confirmation from the SAT members.
Dustin's ticket for meas_astrom upgrade is on the SAT list for review.

Simon

No blockers.
Simon has mostly been working on the catalog simulation side.
He tried to look into a problem a user was having installing 12.04 but he wasn't able to replicate the issue. The user hasn't responded so Simon 
doesn't know if that's resolved. But it did turn up a couple things in the Prerequisites page that Simon is fixing.
Simon pinged Dustin about the new astrometry_net but he didn't know the status on that.

Jim said he'd finished the review on meas_algorithms. He and Dustin sent it over to the SAT to approve the upgrade. Someone still 
needs to do the work of making an eups-distrib package for astrometry_net. Simon said he'll take a look at doing that.

Jacek

No blockers.
Everything is going smoothly. Jacek can't think of anything important enough to report here.
Jacek commented that he thought we'd benefit from some automated scripts that do the easy work for the developers. He didn't know on whose 
plate this should land but thought we should think about it more. K-T said it was probably DevOps' responsibility and Robyn agreed.

Mario

Mario is on travel until May 30.

Action Items

Simon Krughoff - create an eups-distrib package for astrometry_net

https://confluence.lsstcorp.org/display/~robyn
https://confluence.lsstcorp.org/display/~abecker
https://confluence.lsstcorp.org/display/~jbosch
https://confluence.lsstcorp.org/display/~ktl
https://confluence.lsstcorp.org/display/~krughoff
https://confluence.lsstcorp.org/display/~jbecla
https://confluence.lsstcorp.org/display/~krughoff


Unknown User (robyn) - create JIRA epoch to address the issues raised in Jacek's email on 20 May 2014:  [LSST-data] enforcing lsst standards  
on commits. (DM=743)

https://confluence.lsstcorp.org/display/~robyn
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